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AgenciesThe regulator said large value funds for accredited investors of category III alternative investments (AIFs) can invest up to 20% of the investable funds in an investee company, directly or through investment in units of other AIFs.Mumbai: The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) on Thursday said alternative investment funds, such
as private equity and hedge funds, can invest up to 10% of their investable corpus in a company. As per the AIF regulations, category III AIFs were not permitted to invest more than 10% of the investable funds in a particular listed investee company. The term 'investable funds' is defined in the AIF Regulations to mean a corpus of the scheme of the
AIF net of expenditure for administration and management of the fund estimated for the tenure of the fund. "Computing 'investable funds' in the manner defined was limiting the potential of the fund managers to maximise returns for the investors," said Dhaval Jariwala, partner with PNDJ & Associates LLP. "Sebi had amended the AIF Regulations in
2021 to allow Category III AIFs to invest not more than 10% of the NAV in the equity shares of a particular listed investee company. This means that the Category III AIFs were allowed to compute the applicable 10% limit with respect to the NAV rather than the 'investable funds'. However, such an amendment further complicated the operations of
the fund managers to compute the NAV." "After several representations, it appears that the Sebi has further amended the AIF Regulations to allow Category III AIFs to compute 10% limit with respect to investment in the equity shares of a particular listed investee company either based on the 'investable funds' or NAV subject to certain conditions.
However, the Sebi needs to clarify these conditions," said Jariwala. The regulator said large value funds for accredited investors of category III alternative investments (AIFs) can invest up to 20% of the led eloger elled isnes ia inoizartsiger id otneminetto'llad otarenose ¨Ã non FIA nu id erotseg li ehc otiraihc ah ertlonI ."ienodi idnof id erotseg emoc
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,otnemitsevni id Ãteicos anu ni idnof portfolio management to provide investment management services to the offshore fund in Ireland. “Unlike the Sebi (Investment) Regulations 2013, the PMS Regulations do not provide for any specific exemptions from registration to any entity and therefore the applicant will have to adhere to the provisions of the
PMS Regulations,¢ÃÂÂ the regulator said in an informal guidance made public on Monday. New Delhi: Investment managers of an AIF (alternative investment fund) can provide investment management services to the offshore fund only by getting registered as portfolio managers, according to markets regulator Sebi. Providing an informal guidance
in this regard to Ace Lansdowne Investments Services LLP, which manages Sebi-registered AIF -- Ace Lansdowne India Investment Fund-- Sebi indicated that its views might be different for different conditions. It had sought clarity whether the applicant, which is already acting as the investment manager of an AIF, can provide investment
management services to the offshore fund and whether the applicant is required to obtain registration as a portfolio manager. The applicant was intending to manage an offshore fund, which will be domiciled in Ireland and the offshore fund would make investments primarily in the permissible listed securities of Indian companies through recognised
stock exchanges in India. After looking into submissions, Sebi said, "an investment manager of Sebi-registered AIF can provide investment management services to the offshore fund in Ireland only by obtaining the certificate of registration as a portfolio manager under the PMS Regulations to act as an eligible fund manager". It further clarified that
the manager of an AIF is not exempted from obtaining registrations under the PMS (portfolio management service) rules to provide investment management services to the offshore fund in Ireland. "Unlike the Sebi (Investment Advisors) Regulations 2013, the PMS Regulations do not provide for any specific exemptions from registration to any entity
and therefore the applicant will have to To the provisions of the PMS regulations, "said the regulator in an informal guide public made on Monday (what Sensex and Nifty is moving the latest news on the market, suggestions for the actions and advice of experts on Etmarkets. In addition, Etmarkets.com is À now on Telegram. For the notices of more
quick news on the financial markets, investment strategies and actions notices, subscribe to our telegrams feeds.) Download the news app on economic times to obtain daily market updates and news on live. Some categories of alternative investment funds (AIF). According to the rules, category III IFS can invest no more than 10 % of the funds
invested in an investment company, directly or through investments in units of other AIF, has affirmed if in a notification on Wednesday. Various types of funds such as hedge fund, funds for pipes, etc. are registered as aif of category III. Furthermore, the funds of great value For accredited AIF investors of category III they can invest up to 20 % of the
funds invested in an investment company, directly or through investments in units of other AIF. This is expected that for investments in listed shares of an investment company, category III AIFS can calculate the investment limit of 10 % of the investable funds or the net property value of the regime, while the funds of great value for investors
Accredited in category III, AIF can calculate the investment limit of 20 % of the investable funds or of the net property value of the regime. The new rules called SEBI AIF regulations, 2022 have become effective from Wednesday. In November 2021, the regulator allowed category III AIFS, including highly value funds for accredited investors of
category III AIF, to calculate the concentration rule based on value Net (Nav) of the investment fund in listed shares of an investment company. The AIF, in the language of the market, refer to an investment in common private private individuals which raises funds from Indian or foreign investors for investing these funds in India. In general, the AIF
rules govern risk capital funds, private equity funds, SME funds, hedge funds (only the title and framework of this relationship may have been reworked by the standard business staff; the rest of the Content is automatically generated by a union feed.) The company standards have always committed themselves to providing updated information and
comments on the developments that interest you and have more wide political and economic implications for the country and the world. Your constant encouragement and feedback on how to improve our offer have only made our determination and commitment for these ideals. Even during these difficult moments deriving from Covid-19, we continue
to remain busy keeping and updated with credible news, authoritative opinions and incisive comments on current issues of relevance. However, we have a request. While fighting the economic impact of the pandemic, we need your support even more, so that we can continue to offer you more quality content. Our subscription model has seen an
encouraging response from many of you, who enrolled in our online content. More subscription to our online content can only help us achieve the objectives of offering you even better and more relevant content. We believe in free, right and credible journalism. Your support through more subscriptions can help us practice the journalism we are busy.
It supports quality journalism and sign up for standard business. Digital publisher The activities of alternative investment funds (AIF) touched RS 6.41 trillion at the end of the January-March quarter, a 5.2 percent growth compared to the previous quarter, reveals the data on and the exchange of India (if). AIF industry activities have grown by 42 % in
the last year, as increasing number of rich rich investors to these funds to deride their wallets and maximize returns. The industry has grown more than 7 times in the last five years, as an activity of RS 80,000 crores. AIFs have a minimum size of the RS ticket 1 cror and aim to offer investors access to sophisticated strategies in different activities of
activities. The most demanding investors, who have seen more market cycles, have an exposure to different categories of activities - both global and nationally - and through various investment vehicles, need. Given the rich assessments in the space listed, investors are examining alternatives, such as structured credit, risk capital, private equity (PE)
and real estate funds and long short strategies in category III, which can have little correlation with long equities, they said experts. According to the Indian Association of alternative investment funds, with sophisticated investors who look beyond traditional retail oriented investments, never should potentially attend 3x growth in the next five years
and exceed the activities of 1.7 trillions of RS in managementAIF offer combinations of risks and flexibility with professional management that other vehicles such as common funds (MFS) or portfolio management services (PMS) or direct investments cannot offer. The last few years have also seen the operators of Star Funds of the MF industry
established alone to manage AIF. According to Tijesh Chitlangi, Senior Partner, IC Universal Legal, Category III AIF, despite not having a favorable tax regime and, while facing a relatively high degree of regulatory supervision from Sebi compared to other categories, have still achieved significant success and assisted to a significant path structures
and breaking funds. "These are resilience indicators e lI lI .otted ah ,"inna imissorp ien elaiznenopse aticserc al rep atsiverp ¨Ã airtsudni'l ehc of Category II funds form 80 per cent of the total AIF industry. Funds which do not fall in Category I and III and which do not undertake leverage or borrowing other than to meet day-to-day operational
requirements are classified as Category II. These include real estate and PE funds, and funds of distressed assets. Category III AIFs include hedge funds that employ complex trading strategies or use leverage to increase returns. Long-short funds employ a dual strategy to make returns ¢ÃÂÂ buy stocks that are expected to appreciate and short or sell
stocks that are expected to fall. Long-only AIFs outperformed long-short funds in 2021-22. The former gave an average category returns of 30.6 per cent, against the latter¢ÃÂÂs 13.6 per cent, shows the data from PMS Bazaar. Twenty-five of the 32 long-only funds managed to beat the Nifty50 return of 18.8 per cent during the year, while only two of
the 12 long-short strategies were able to beat the benchmark. As PMS and AIF products generate healthy returns, achieve better penetration and thrive in a favourable regulatory landscape, the industry is expected to cross Rs 50 trillion on the back of 20 per cent compound annual growth rate by 2031, according to PMS Bazaar. Break-neck growth
notwithstanding, the AIF industry is still one-sixth the size of the MF industry, which had assets of Rs 37.7 trillion at the end of March 2022. Business Standard has always strived hard to provide up-to-date information and commentary on developments that are of interest to you and have wider political and economic implications for the country and
the world. Your encouragement and constant feedback on how to improve our offering have only made our resolve and commitment to these ideals stronger. Even during these difficult times arising out of Covid-19, we continue to remain committed to keeping you informed and updated with credible news, authoritative views and incisive commentary
on topical relevant. However, we have a request. While fighting the economic impact of the pandemic, we need your support even more, so that we can continue to offer more quality content. Our subscription model has seen an encouraging response from many of you, who have signed our online content. More subscription to our online content can
only help us achieve the objectives of offering even better and more relevant content. We believe in free, right and credible journalism. Your support through more subscriptions can help us practice the journalism we are busy. Quality journalism support and subscribe to standard business. Digital publisher
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